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PAPER

Special Section on Electronic Displays

Basic Design of Video Communication System Enabling Users to
Move Around in Shared Space
Keiji HIRATA†a) , Yasunori HARADA† , Toshihiro TAKADA† , Naomi YAMASHITA† , Nonmembers,
Shigemi AOYAGI† , Member, Yoshinari SHIRAI† , Katsuhiko KAJI† , Nonmembers, Junji YAMATO† ,
and Kenji NAKAZAWA† , Members

Our ultimate goal is to achieve high-telepresence communication where we can speak or work with people at remote
sites as if we were all in the same room. A video communication system (VCS) providing life-sized images on large
displays was first proposed by Bellcore [1], [2]. This system enabled users to experience a high-telepresence. A lifesized display technique and a sound localization technique
were eﬀective in providing this sensation [3], where the
voice was postioned at the person displayed on the screen,
and thus users could easily identify the speaker at the remote
site. Moreover, that system used the same type of curtain as
the background at all of the sites, and curved desks were arranged so that they all appeared to be part of a single desk.
However, under the restricted conditions imposed by
the current 2D display and capture technologies, it is difficult to reproduce the various phenomena that people take
for granted when they perform face-to-face (F2F) interaction in the same room. We believe there are three key issues to consider: (1) Spatial information, (2) User mobility, and (3) Pointing to an object’s image. As for (1), spatial information∗ has been shown to be critical, especially in
group activities [4]. For example, gaze direction is consid-

ered very important spatial information for the regulation of
turn taking during communication in large groups [5]. However, in multipoint conferencing using a conventional VCS,
for example, it is diﬃcult to exchange spatial information
accurately. In such a situation, all of the remote users are
displayed on the screen typically in a split or tiled manner,
but naturally the real remote users are not arranged as such
in the real world. In other words, the visualized layout of
all users does not reflect the actual physical relationships
among them.
As for (2), most conventional VCSs support spatial information only when the users stay within a given position.
While most VCSs do not allow the users to move around
the space, the ability to move within a shared space (i.e.,
mobility) is regarded as one of the important aﬀordances of
face-to-face communications. Mobility actually gives users
greater flexibility in adapting to each other’s perspectives;
for example, a user can move closer to see what a remote
colleague is looking at [6].
As for (3), if a user points an image displayed on a
screen with his/her finger, a remote user may not be able to
recognize what the local user is pointing at in the manner
of F2F interaction, because the pointing finger is outside of
the video camera’s view angle or the image of the pointing
finger conveys wrong spatial information. These phenomena occur due to the inability to exchange the correct spatial
information and the lack of user mobility.
We have proposed a 2D display and camera arrangement that supports both spatial information between distant
sites and user mobility [7]. The virtual space shared by remote and local users is created by installing multiple screens
and video cameras so that the screens are arranged surrounding the space and the video cameras capture users standing
in front of the screens opposite to the cameras. As a result,
remote and local users can share the same virtual space in
which they can exchange spatial information and move to
any position as long as they stay close to the surrounding
displays. Our 2D display and camera arrangement should
be considered an attempt to simulate, to the extent possible,
a 3D communication space by using current 2D display and
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∗
(i) The physical-level information of the spatial relationships
among people and objects (e.g., distance and angle), and (ii) the
phenomena invoked by the physical-level information that people
take for granted (e.g., gaze and gestures, such as body/head movements/orientations). Spatial information has also been called “a
nonverbal cue.”

SUMMARY
We propose a 2D display and camera arrangement for
video communication systems that supports both spatial information between distant sites and user mobility. The implementation of this arrangement is called the “surrounding back screen method.” The method enables
users to freely come from and go into other users’ spaces and provides
every user with the direct pointing capability, since there is no apparent
spatial barrier separating users, unlike the case of conventional video communication systems. In this paper, we introduce two properties (“sharedness” and “exclusiveness”) and three parameters (a distance and two angles) to represent the geometrical relationship between two users. These
properties and parameters are used to classify the shared spaces created
by a video communication system and to investigate the surrounding back
screen method. Furthermore, to demonstrate and explore our surrounding
back screen method, we have developed a prototype system, called t-Room.
Taking into account practical situations, we studied a practical case where
two t-Rooms with diﬀerent layouts are connected.
key words: face-to-face interaction, spatial cue, surrounding back screen
method, sharedness, exclusiveness, t-Room

1.

Introduction
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capture technologies. Accordingly, we believe our method
reflects the cross-fertilization of these technologies, thus allowing further development as they progress.
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we
describe the design method of the proposed shared space
supporting user mobility and spatial information between
distant sites. Next, we present a practical implementation of
our method, called “t-Room.” Then, we discuss how to preserve spatial information under a practical condition when
two t-Rooms with diﬀerent screen layouts are connected.
2.

Previous Work

Given that spatial information is of such importance, various systems are being developed to support the communication of spatial information across distant sites. Hydra was
a multiparty VCS designed to simulate a 4-way round-table
meeting, while exchanging spatial information as in F2F interaction [8]. Each Hydra unit consisted of a camera, display, and speaker, and its size was comparable to a PDA or
a cellular phone. The Hydra unit took the place a remote
user, showing the a remote user’s image on its display, and
each user looked at 3 Hydra units. As long as the four users
stayed at fixed separated places, gazing toward someone was
eﬀectively conveyed, looking away and gazing at someone
else was also conveyed, and the direction of head turning
indicated who was being looked at.
MAJIC was also a multiparty VCS (a single user at
each site) that projected life-size parallax-free images of
users onto a large curved screen as if the users at remote sites
were participating in a meeting together and sitting around
a table [9]. MAJIC supported both multi-person eye contact among users and the awareness of the user’ gaze directions. Furthermore, it provided life-size portraits of users by
adopting a special thin transparent film having a large number of very small hexagons printed on both sides of the film.
The reality of gaze was improved, but users still had to stay
at fixed places.
GAZE-2 was a gaze-aware VCS that adopted an eyetracking system with a video tunnel to capture the user’s
front facial view, and it enabled users to convey eye contact
as long as each user stood still and his/her face was correctly
captured [10]. Since the users’ facial images were displayed
in a virtual meeting room, their layout on the screen did not
reflect that in the real world, as attempted in a conventional
VCS. When user A wanted to talk to user B, for example,
the facial image of A was rotated toward B at a certain angle to express A’s intention being oriented to B. However,
this visual eﬀect may mitigate the system’s eﬀectiveness in
exchanging the correct spatial information.
Private Display Method was another technique for
achieving eye contact, and it allowed more than two users
to see several images on a single screen simultaneously
so that each user could see a unique image [11]. This
method employed double-lenticular screens to convey threedimensional stereoscopic vision.
Nguyen and Canny (2005) proposed the novel concept

of “spatial faithfulness,” which means the system’s ability
to preserve spatial relationships among people and objects,
and built a VCS based on this concept. Their system, called
MultiView, supported collaboration between remote groups
of people (multiple users at each site) [4], [12]. MultiView’s
screen reflected the incoming light so that its angle was
equal to the angle of the outgoing light, and it enabled users
to move around within the area of their site. As a result,
MultiView allowed remote groups of people to exchange
various kinds of visual cues typically present in F2F interaction, such as stereo vision, motion parallax (individual views
depending on user’s position), and life-size images.
Considering the previous work described above, we
find that VCS technology has already been developed with
the aim of supporting both spatial information and user mobility, which we consider significant factors as discussed in
the previous section.
3.

Basic Design of Shared Spaces with 2D Displays and
Cameras

We start by considering what geometrical relationships occur among users during F2F interaction and how they
change dynamically.
3.1 Geometrical Relationships in Face-to-Face Interaction
Consider this example: If person A sees person B from a
diagonal perspective, then person B also sees person A from
a diagonal perspective (Fig. 1). The figure depicts the top
view of the geometry among users, and so the dimension of
height is ignored here. The apparent distance of A from B,
r, is assumed to match the apparent distance of B from A.
When A sees B at angle θ with regard to the center of the
room, B necessarily sees A at the rotation angle ρ, which
is the same as θ. If A moves, then the apparent direction
and distance of A from B change correspondingly, and vice
versa. Moreover, their positional relationship is also immediately apparent to a third person C who is looking at them
from the side. These phenomena, which people take for
granted during F2F interaction in the same room, are rarely
conveyed by conventional VCSs. We argue that preserving
the same values for these parameters, r, θ, and ρ, as those

Fig. 1 The geometrical relationships among people carrying out
face-to-face interaction are represented by parameters r, θ, and ρ.
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Fig. 2 Separating a F2F interaction space into subspaces for each user
(location) and projecting remote users onto front screens, where a user
faces the front of a display.

Fig. 4 Front screen method: splitting a space based on the model in
Fig. 2 and projecting remote users onto front screens.

Fig. 3 Duplicating a F2F interaction space and projecting remote users
onto back screens, where a user stands with his back close to a display.

that pertain in F2F interaction would help support the spatial information of mobile users located in diﬀerent rooms.
3.2 Splitting Space versus Reproducing Space
There are two basic models of layouts for reproducing F2F
interaction: (1) Splitting the space of F2F interaction in
Fig. 1 into subspaces for each user (location), and then projecting remote users onto front screens (Fig. 2); (2) Reproducing the space in Fig. 1 and then projecting remote users
onto back screens (Fig. 3).
A conventional VCS employs model (1) in Fig. 1. Person A in Room 1 is captured by the video camera and displayed on the front screen in Room 2. Then, person B sees
the image of person A. The same procedure is used for person B in Room 2. Here, a screen is constructed from various
types of electronic displays (e.g., LCD, PD, and CRT), or
projector screens.
In contrast, we propose the new models in Fig. 3 for
achieving symmetric reproduction of images, and reproducing F2F interaction space. A feature of this model is that by
having users stand around the surfaces of the screens, persons A and B are able to recognize each other’s gestures,
notice peripheral cues and point to real objects in the remote rooms. Here, module − is introduced to avoid visual
echoes; the function of − is to extract only the light from
real objects in front of the opposite screen and to cancel out
the light from the screen.

Fig. 5 Surrounding back screen method: reproducing a space based on
the model in Fig. 3 and projecting remote users onto surrounding back
screens.

3.3 Front Screen versus Surrounding Back Screen
Following the above two basic models we consider two
methods for reproducing a space of F2F interaction in
VCSs: (1) Splitting a space based on the model in Fig. 2,
and projecting remote users onto front screens (Fig. 4, called
the front screen method); (2) Reproducing a space based on
the model in Fig. 3, and projecting remote users onto surrounding back screens (Fig. 5, called the surrounding back
screen method). The shaded areas in the figures depict the
areas where a video camera can correctly capture the users
and objects in front of the camera. With both methods, in
order to project the images of users and objects so that they
appear where they should appear, the physical relationships
characterized by the values of r, θ, and ρ between local and
remote users and objects must be the same as in F2F interaction. This requirement leads to the necessity of projecting
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life-sized images onto the screen.
Conventional VCSs, and their variations, employ the
front screen method. This arrangement is characterized by
having no screens behind the user in the shaded area and
the fact that the user can move around freely only within the
shaded area (Fig. 4). For example, B’s image is delivered to
A and C through the right-hand front screen of A in Room
3 and the left-hand screen of C in Room 1. The shaded area
should not overlap onto any screen.
As an alternate method, to reproduce a space, we arrange cameras and screens so that they surround the users
with users standing in front of the screens (Fig. 5). As with
the first method, the video camera images of B are distributed to Rooms 1 and 3, but here we need the preprocessing denoted by + and − in the figure. Module −
is introduced tor eliminate visual echoes, and the function
of this module is described in the previous section. On the
other hand, the added function of + is to overlay or superimpose the two images captured in Rooms 1 and 2 and
to project them onto the correct positions. Module + enables us to connect more than two rooms and to show any
background image that we choose. In the figure, only the
necessary part of the wiring has been depicted for simplicity.
3.4 Sharedness and Exclusiveness
When we construct a shared space using a particular
method, the method can be characterized by how it establishes the space and by the parts that each distributed room
shares and does not share with the other room(s). Accordingly, we introduce two properties to express the relative
characteristics of local and remote rooms: sharedness and
exclusiveness.
We define sharedness as the total angle of a camera
view, namely the part of a scene or perspective in a room
that is projected onto the screens in the other rooms. For
example, the video camera in Room 3 shown in Fig. 4 obtains a 120-degree view from the center of the circle, but
does not capture the remaining part of the room. Imagine a
case where an object is placed just in front of the screen to
the immediate right of A. Although A can see it, neither B
nor C can see it because no camera can captures an object at
such a position in Room 3. Therefore, in Fig. 4, 1/3 of the
scene in each space is projected to the others, and thus this
ratio of 1/3 can be used as an index of sharedness.
To define exclusiveness, we first consider the area a
user occupies that cannot be shared with another user. With
the front screen method shown in Fig. 4, for every room
there is an area excluded from the other rooms, designated
by the shaded area. Although a user can freely move around
within this area, the user cannot leave the area; in the figure,
the area for each user spans 1/3 of the circumference. This
ratio of 1/3 can be used as an index of space exclusiveness.
Next, let us consider the sharedness and exclusiveness
of the surrounding back screen method shown in Fig. 5.
Since “what you see is what I see” (WYSIWIS) ideally

holds for the entire field of vision of every user, the surrounding back screen method achieves full sharedness and
minimum exclusiveness. Therefore, wherever a user is,
spatial information is correctly exchanged between moving
users.
Sharedness and exclusiveness are closely related to the
capability of direct pointing; direct pointing means that a
user makes the gestures of pointing to an image on a display by using his/her own fingers, and it plays a crucial role
in computer-supported cooperative work as well as in F2F
interaction. If a user stands near an LCD panel and points
toward it, this user’s body may occlude his/her own direct
pointing. Therefore, for direct pointing to work correctly,
all of the users must be able to see the target object at its
correct position, to move to the location of the target object,
and to see the body parts related to users pointing to the target object, such as their fingers. That is, full sharedness is
required, and exclusiveness must be avoided. Consequently,
it is diﬃcult for users in the space employing the front screen
method to engage in direct pointing, whereas users employing the surrounding back screen method can easily do this.
Some VCSs implement a shared plane using a method
similar to the surrounding back screen method, which makes
direct pointing possible [13]–[15]. However, because the
video cameras and screens used in these systems do not surround the users, full sharedness is not achieved, and users
cannot obtain an appropriate workspace awareness. Some
systems, such as ClearBoard [16] and VideoArms [17], effectively recover a rich awareness of a real workspace by
presenting only the parts of a body (e.g., arms and faces)
within the workspace. This leads to an improved sense of
presence [19] and resolves the presence disparity problem
[17].
4.

t-Room System

To demonstrate and explore the surrounding back screen
method, we have been developing a prototype system, called
t-Room [7], [18]. The t-Room system is designed to be as
simple as possible to meet the demands of various styles of
group activity.
4.1 Hardware Design
Considering a scene in our daily life, we assume that the
t-Room system supports the group activity of a few to 15
distributed users, who share physical objects and carry out
pointing and gestures. To support such a scenario, we may
need a 360-degree view angle display with a height comparable to an ordinary classroom or meeting room (2.5–3 m).
The room’s diameter, considered the diagonal line passing
through the space, may span 3–5 m.
Figures 6 and 7 show the hardware configuration of
the current t-Room system. A single t-Room consists of
eight building modules (called Monoliths) arranged polygonally. With this setup, a t-Room surrounds a user space
with LCD displays showing life-sized images. We installed
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Fig. 6 A “Monolith” building module: side view (left) and front view
(right). A 65-inch display is set upright on a wheeled platform, and a video
camera is placed at the top of the display.
Fig. 8 Demonstrating a t-Room made from eight Monoliths arranged
decagonally, connecting three locations. Four local persons are standing,
and two others at Kyoto and Atsugi are displayed on the screen. Five central Monoliths are shown in this photo.

sharedness and minimum exclusiveness.
4.2 Visual Echo Cancellation

Fig. 7 Top view of t-Room system: eight Monoliths facing inside are
arranged decagonally. Since there are no displays at the entrance pathway,
there are no cameras on the opposite sides.

three nearly identical t-Rooms in our laboratories located
in Atsugi City and Kyoto Prefecture (Atsugi is in the Tokyo
area, and Kyoto is approximately 400 km from Tokyo). Currently, commercially available 100-Mbps optical fiber lines
connect the Atsugi and two Kyoto t-Rooms.
Figure 8 shows a partial view of a working t-Room system in which four persons are standing and two others are
displayed on the screen. The enclosed space is shared with
other enclosed spaces by overlaying them. As a result, users
can freely come from and go into others’ spaces, since there
is no spatial barrier separating users such as the screen employed in a conventional VCS [20], [21]. At “local” (one
of the Kyoto t-Rooms), three spaces are overlaid: Atsugi,
the other Kyoto t-Room, and local itself. These spaces are
similarly overlaid at Atsugi and at the other Kyoto t-Room.
At local, the current images of Atsugi and Kyoto are displayed by overlaying them with a transparency ratio of 0.6.
Consequently, the overlaid enclosed spaces can provide full

In the current system, visual echo cancellation (the function of − in Fig. 2) is achieved by placing polarizing film
over a video camera’s lens. Since an LCD panel inherently
emits polarized light, the polarizing film enables the camera to capture the scene without capturing the image shown
on the display [13]. By appropriately using polarizing film,
this visual echo cancellation method provides a uniformly
black video image of the surface of the LCD panel opposite
the camera. An area appearing black gives the impression
that there is no opaque object on the display surface, since
the camera is directly aimed at the display surface. Accordingly, in the current implementation, the color black can be
interpreted as being transparent.
The advantages of the current implementation include
its ease of implementation and robustness. On the other
hand, it has a side eﬀect on the overlayer ( + in Fig. 5);
Since black physical objects (e.g., black hair and black
clothes) are interpreted as transparent, when the overlayer
superimposes a front layer onto back ones, the images on
the back layers can be seen through the black areas on the
front layer. Occasionally, this eﬀect renders unnatural images.
4.3 Standing Position
To achieve life-size projection, users have to stand as close
to the LCD surface as possible as stated in Sect. 3.3. However, it is generally not easy to make users do this, since
they have an unconscious tendency to move toward something that interests them. In fact, when a user walks away
from the LCD surface and moves toward the center of the tRoom, the displayed image of the user is magnified, and that
person’s life-sized appearance is lost. The image displayed
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in the other t-Room depends strongly on the user’s standing position. Furthermore, a forward-moving user is then
captured not only by the front camera but also by the others
(possibly at both sides of the front camera), which leads to
the display of plural images at diﬀerent angles. The yellow
chain in Fig. 8 is positioned to restrict such movement by
the users and thus prevent this problem.
5.

Discussion

5.1 Gaze
The geometrical relationships known schematically in Fig. 9
illustrate people’s positions in terms of gaze direction, face
image orientation, and camera angle in the t-Room. In
Room 1 of Fig. 9, person B looks forward and to his/her
right, and the camera captures an image of B’s face from
the front. However, in accordance with the Mona Lisa eﬀect
[22], [23] † , the image of B’s profile displayed in Room 2 appears too far to the side for person A. The same phenomenon
occurs in terms of A’s image as seen by B. Therefore, projecting an image at a photorealistic rotation angle may not
always be appropriate for exchanging spatial information.
On the other hand, the camera is fixed at the top of
the display in the t-Room. Therefore, the person’s face in
the image appears to be looking slightly downward. It was
reported that the detecting limit for eye contact in F2F communication varies depending on the horizontal, upward, and
downward directions of a camera angle; in the horizontal direction, it is 4.5 degrees, the upward direction 12 degrees,
and the downward direction 8 degrees [24]. With the tRoom, the camera is fixed at a position 205 cm from the
floor. For example, when a person with a height of 170 cm
stands near the front of the display, the camera angle will
be around 10 degrees. This implies that a person in front of
the display can observe his/her counterpart’s image within
nearly acceptable error range.
Since the eight displays are positioned in a decagonal
configuration in the t-Room, the angle of the each adjacent
display is 144 degrees. Thus, the viewing angle measured
from the surface normal of the nearest display is around
54 degrees. Such a very shallow angle might cause the observer to perceive the displayed image incorrectly [25]. This
perceptional failure might also aﬀect the gaze error. This
remains an interesting issue for future consideration in refining layouts based on surrounding displays such as the tRoom.
When using the t-Room, the awareness of users’ positions and body/face orientations are dynamically organized
and shared among users in diﬀerent t-Rooms through the
processes of interaction and collaboration. As a result, we
sometimes observed that this awareness partly compensates
for the gaze error induced by the factors mentioned above.
Therefore, a t-Room user is considered capable of imagining who sees whom.

Fig. 9 The phenomena of gaze are influenced by the face image orientation and the position at which a user looks at the face image. The image
of B’s side-view facial profile is displayed in Room 2, and A’s profile is
displayed in Room 1.

5.2 Sharedness and Exclusiveness under Practical Situations
Here, we examine the possibility of distinguishing diﬀerent
display layouts from each other based on the two properties
(sharedness and exclusiveness) and three parameters (r, the
distance between A and B, θ, the direction of local person to
the normal of the back screen, and ρ, rotation angle of opposite person’s image to the normal of back screen) introduced
in Sect. 3.1. Even if full sharedness and minimum exclusiveness are achieved, when two t-Rooms with diﬀerent layouts
are connected, we will still find areas where mobile users
cannot exchange correct spatial information. Now, assume
that one t-Room (Room 1) occupied by person A always has
a circular screen layout, while the other t-Room (Room 2)
occupied by person B has a triangular one (Fig. 10). The
figure depicts the top view, so the height dimension is disregarded. We assume that the two connected t-Rooms have
the same overall circumference for the purpose of projecting
life-sized images. A camera captures a user’s image from a
direction normal to his/her back screen, namely perpendicular to the back screen surface†† .
Figure 10 shows the values of r, θ, and ρ for Room 1
(circle) and those of rt , θt , and ρt for Room 2 (triangle), and
it depicts two patterns of user position: (a) A’s image and
B in Room 2 are positioned at the centers of the triangle’s
sides, and (b) person B in Room 2 is positioned close to one
corner of the triangle. For (a) in the figure, the values of
r, θ, and ρ are well preserved, and only r is shortened to
rt in Room 2. In contrast, for (b), we find that ρ is positive,
while θt is negative††† , which may cause a misleading spatial
information, although full sharedness holds. This suggests
that users should not move close to acutely angled corners.
†

A portrait that appears to gaze at an observer will “follow”
the observer as he/she moves around and views the image from
diﬀerent angles, despite the motion of the observer inducing relative rotation of the portrait.
††
In fact, a camera cannot always capture a user from the direction normal to his/her back screen when he/she appears in the area
away from the center of the view angle. However, in this discussion, this particular phenomenon is ignored.
†††
Regarding the rotation angle, the clockwise direction is assumed to be negative, and the counter clockwise direction positive.
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Fig. 10 The t-Room with a circular screen layout is connected to that
with a triangular screen layout.

6.

Conclusions

The contribution of this paper is the surrounding back screen
method for designing a shared space in a VCS; the method
enables users to accurately exchange spatial information,
supports user mobility and provides every user with the
direct pointing capability, unlike the case of conventional
video communication systems. To investigate the methods
to characterize a shared space and distinguish diﬀerent layouts of displays, cameras, and users that construct a shared
space from each other, we introduce two properties and three
parameters for classifying the shared space: sharedness and
exclusiveness, and r, θ, and ρ. These properties and parameters enable us to compare several 2D display and camera
layouts and examine their strong and weak points in a more
quantitative manner. Using the properties and parameters,
we have appropriately examined how well users in two tRooms can exchange spatial information.
As t-Rooms become more widely deployed more layout patterns of the 2D displays and cameras will emerge.
In a given layout, in spite of achieving full sharedness and
minimum exclusiveness, the t-Room system may not accurately transfer the spatial information of mobile users due to
its particular shape. Consequently, we believe it is important to deepen our theoretical understanding of such layout
patterns and to investigate the eﬀects of layouts on collaborative work in practical situations.
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